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What is the

Sun Tran Fare Study?
The City of Tucson suspended fare collection at the beginning of
COVID-19 to reduce rider and driver exposure during the COVID-19
pandemic. With fares suspended, the city had the opportunity to
reexamine fare collection through the Sun Tran Fare Study, including
long-term fare-free operations and ways to make the fare structure
and technology more flexible, equitable, and resilient.
Funded by the Federal Transit Administration (FTA) Public
Transportation COVID-19 Research Demonstration Grant Program, the
city worked with Nelson\Nygaard Consulting Associates to explore fare
structure and technology options for the future of fare collection on
City of Tucson transit services.
As of May 2022, the city plans to resume fare collection in July 2022.

What goals and objectives
guided the study?
HELP RIDERS
FEEL SAFE

Provide
contactless
ways to
board

IMPROVE PAYMENT OPTIONS FOR RIDERS

Ease of
use for
customers

Speed up
boarding
process

Preserve
access for
all riders

Promote
affordability

for all riders

Maintain a
sustainable
revenue
stream

What did the study look at?

Existing fare structure
and technology on
City of Tucson transit

Fare structure and
technology at five peer
transit agencies

Benefits and challenges
of fare-free transit

Feedback from the
public and transit
stakeholders

Impacts of fare
structure alternatives

Impacts of fare
technology alternatives

What opportunities
were identified?
Existing Conditions
•

The current fare collection system is aging
and needs an upgrade.

•

In 2019, two-thirds of riders pay with SunGO
smartcards or tickets, and one-quarter
pay with cash. Prior to fare suspension, riders
could pay for transit services with cash, SunGO
Card, SunGO ID & Card, SunGO Ticket, and
GoTucson Mobile App. Each type of fare
payment came with benefits and challenges.

•

•

The city runs a low-income fare program
that helps provide equitable transit access
by offering discounts to low-income riders
below the Department of Labor’s Lower Living
Standard Income Level.

•

Over half of riders are eligible for the lowincome fare program, but 40% of eligible
riders still pay a full fare.

Riders paid discounted or free fares on 65%
of trips. Discounts were available for riders
eligible for the Economy fare program (seniors,
persons with disabilities, Medicare cardholders,
and low-income riders) and eligible free trips
(transfers, children, subsidized non-profit
passes).

Peer Review
•

Most of Sun Tran’s peer agencies do not
charge varying fares for different services,
distances, or time of day.

•

Sun Tran is unique among peer agencies to
offer discounts to low-income riders.

•

Some peers are expanding contactless
technology options to provide convenient
ways to pay and reduce cash usage.
-

-

•

Monterey Salinas Transit (MST) is piloting
an open-loop payment system where
riders can pay with contactless credit,
debit, or prepaid cards, or paymentenabled device.
Greater Dayton Regional Transit Authority
(GDRTA) stopped collecting cash onboard buses in 2021. Riders must pay with
smartcard or mobile app.

Multiple peers have introduced strategies to
promote equitable access to transit.
-

GDRTA riders can load cash to their
transit accounts through extensive
partnerships with retail stores.

-

GDRTA and MST offer fare capping for
both day and month passes, where riders
do not purchase passes in advance, but
instead receive free rides after they meet
the fare equivalent of the daily or monthly
pass.

-

Both ABQ Ride and Kansas City Area
Transportation Authority (KCATA) are
piloting longer-term fare-free service
to promote equity.

Fare-free transit comes with potential
benefits and challenges:
Benefits: increased ridership, elimination of
fare collection costs, contactless boardings,
faster boardings, an equitable distribution
of resources, and community pride.
Challenges: loss of farebox revenue
to support existing and future service,
additional fixed-route and paratransit
operating costs to meet demand, abuse
of the system by disruptive passengers.

Public & Stakeholder Feedback
•

Survey respondents would like to see
improvements to the SunGO system and
expanded options for paying fares that
speed up boarding. About 10% of respondents
do not have access to alternative payment
methods

•

58% of survey respondents support
continuing fully fare-free service. The
community is interested in promoting equity,
environmental sustainability, and reduced
congestion.

•

Stakeholders have varying opinions on
the future of transit fares. Priorities include
quality transit service, simplicity, affordability,
the needs of cash dependent riders, and transit
safety.

Fare Structure & Technology Impacts
•

Simplifying the fare structure and adding
fare capping results in minimal ridership
and revenue impacts based on fare pricing
elasticities.

•

Making transit fare-free for low-income
riders and for all results in more significant
ridership increases and revenue loss.

•

Making transit fare-free for low-income riders
requires the agency to verify eligibility and
may still provide similar barriers to access as
the current low-income fare program.

Upgrades to fare technology have benefits
and challenges:
Benefits: Can reduce contact between
riders and drivers, provide convenience for
riders, expand access to unlimited passes,
and reduce administrative costs.
Challenges: Requires additional hardware,
software, contract, marketing, and training
costs. Eliminating cash may restrict transit
access for cash paying riders without
appropriate strategies.

What is the proposed strategy
for returning to fares?
PHASE 1
<1 YEAR
•
•
•
•
•

Switch to account-based
fare media
Launch contactless
validators on-board buses
Introduce simplified fare
structure
Replace SunGO smartcard
passes with fare capping
Optional: Eliminate SunGO
tickets

PHASE 2
1-2 YEARS
•

•
•
•
•
•

PHASE 3
2+ YEARS

Add on-board
communication and Wi-Fi
to buses
Add contactless open-loop
fare payment to validators
Expand ability to load cash
on SunGO accounts
Mobile app integration into
SunGO system
Optional: Pilot Transportation
Wallet Program
Optional: Add all-door
boarding

•
•

Suspend cash collection
Remove Odyssey fareboxes

What is the
proposed fare structure?
The proposed changes from the existing fare structure include:
•

Eliminating the express fare category

•

Lowering the one-way stored value fare to
$1.50, raising the one-way cash fare to $2,
and making the cash fare the fixed-route
base fare

•

Reducing the number of pass types by
eliminating the 3-Day Pass, UPASS, and
SummerGO Youth Pass

•

Lowering the pass cost for 1-day, 30-day,
and annual passes

•

Providing a free fare option for Sun Van
eligible riders on fixed-route services,
including Sun Tran, Sun Link, and Sun Shuttle

•

Lowering Sun Van fares to $3 for full fare
riders and $1.50 for economy riders

Fare Rate

Full

Economy*

$2

$0.75

$1.50

$0.75

1-Day Pass

$3

$1.50

30-Day Pass

$45

$22.50

Annual Pass

$450

$225

Sun Tran/Sun Link/Sun Shuttle
Cash (Base Fare)
Stored Value

Sun Van eligible riders free on Sun Tran, Sun Link, or Sun Shuttle

Sun Van
ADA: $3
Optional: $6

One-Way

ADA: $1.50

(low-income only)

Optional: $4.50

*Economy eligible riders include seniors over 65 years old, people with disabilities, Medicare card holders, and low-income riders.
Children 5 and under and personal care attendants for disabled riders ride for free.

What should be considered
if the city decides to stay
fare-free long-term?
•

No anticipated
additional fixed-route service
needs (up to 50% ridership increase over 2019 levels)

•

The city should anticipate an increase in Sun Van trips of between
4-8% over 2019 levels. Any additional trips will require additional revenue hours, staffing,
vehicles, and facilities. This increased demand can be partly managed through tightening eligibility
verification, such as requiring more frequent eligibility renewals, as well as travel training and
ambassador programs.

•

The foregone farebox revenue from the continuation of fare-free service would need to be
replaced with a stable, long-term alternative revenue source. Without stable replacement funding,
the continuation and expansion of high-quality transit service will be difficult and service cuts may
be necessary.

•

Current safety and security challenges expected to continue.
If enforcement of rider policies and driver training are not sufficient to mitigate passenger and driver
concerns, the city may deploy additional security support to enforce rider behavior and ensure safety on
board vehicles, such as transit police or transit ambassadors.

PHOTO CREDIT: SADDLEBAG NOTES

1 INTRODUCTION
BACKGROUND
The City of Tucson suspended fare collection at the beginning of COVID-19 to reduce
rider and driver exposure during the COVID-19 pandemic. With fares suspended, the
city had the opportunity to reexamine fare collection, including long-term fare-free
operations and ways to make the fare structure and technology more flexible, equitable,
and resilient. Funded by the Federal Transit Administration (FTA) Public Transportation
COVID-19 Research Demonstration Grant Program, the city worked with
Nelson\Nygaard Consulting Associates to explore fare structure and technology options
for the future of fare collection on City of Tucson transit services. As of March 2022, the
city plans to resume fare collection in July 2022.

GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
The Fare Study was guided by a set of goals and objectives (Figure 1-1). From the
outset of the project, the two study goals were to 1) help riders feel safe riding transit
services and 2) improve options for riders to pay for transit. Based on feedback from
project outreach, the project team developed six objectives under the two goals to
provide more specific metrics for evaluating study outcomes and proposals.
Figure 1-1

Study Goals and Objectives

SUN TRAN FARE STUDY
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TIMELINE
The Fare Study began in May 2021 and followed three main phases (Figure 1-2):


Phase 1: Assess existing conditions, review peers, and understand fare-free
state of the practice



Phase 2: Analyze and gather feedback on fare structure and technology
scenarios



Phase 3: Develop proposed strategy for the future of fare collection

Throughout all three phases of the project, the project team worked with City and Sun
Tran staff.
Figure 1-2

Project Timeline

REPORT STRUCTURE
This report summarizes the findings from the Fare Study across eight chapters:
1. Introduction
2. Existing Conditions and Peer Review: This chapter presents the current
conditions of the fare structure and policy, fare technology, and ridership and
revenue trends of the City of Tucson’s transit system and those of its peers. The
chapter also provides a high-level summary of the state of the practice of farefree transit in the United States.
3. Project Outreach: This chapter summarizes the outreach completed for the Sun
Tran Fare Study including a public survey and discussions with the Sun Tran
Executive Team, Transit Working Group of Pima Association of Governments,
and City of Tucson Mayor and Council Transit Task Force. This chapter also
includes key findings from a recent operator survey on fare-free transit completed
independently from the Sun Tran Fare Study.
4. Fare Scenario Evaluation: This chapter presents the ridership and revenue
impacts of five alternative fare structures, as well as a separate evaluation of the
impacts of continuing fare-free service.
5. Contactless Technology Evaluation: This chapter presents a review of
contactless technology solution options and an evaluation of the costs and
benefits of various alternatives.
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6. Proposed Strategy: This chapter presents the proposed strategy for returning to
fares, including recommendations for fare structure and technology. The chapter
also includes implementation considerations for the proposed changes.
7. Considerations for the Continuation of Fare-Free Service: This chapter
presents important considerations for the City of Tucson to plan for in the case
that fare-free service is extended into the long-term.
The project team also developed a set of technical memos across the span of the project
that are referenced in each of the chapters and can be found as appendices to this
report.
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2 EXISTING CONDITIONS AND PEER
REVIEW
This chapter presents the current conditions of the fare structure
and policy, fare technology, and ridership and revenue trends of
the City of Tucson’s transit system and those of its peers. The
chapter also provides a high-level summary of the state of the
practice of fare-free transit in the United States.

EXISTING CONDITIONS
This section provides an overview of the existing conditions of fare collection on City of
Tucson transit services, including Sun Tran, Sun Express, Sun Link, Sun Shuttle, and
Sun Van. Additional information about the existing conditions analysis can be found in
Appendix A.

Fare Structure and Policy
Before fares were suspended, the fare structure had multiple fare and pass types for
trips on Sun Tran, Sun Express, Sun Link, and Sun Shuttle (Figure 2-1). City of Tucson
Fare Ordinance #11401 was adopted to guide the fare structure for FY2017-2018 but did
not include any guidance for future fare changes past FY2018.

Discount Policies
The city offered discounted fares for different groups of riders through the economy fare
program including:


Seniors over 65 years old,



Persons with disabilities,



Medicare card holders,



and Low-income riders. Program eligibility is based on Lower Living Standard
Income Level (LLSIL).

Additionally, children aged 5 and under, and personal care attendants for disabled riders
are eligible for free rides.

SUN TRAN FARE STUDY
City of Tucson

Figure 2-1

City of Tucson Transit Services Existing Fare Structure

Full Fare

Economy Fare

Express Fare

Sun Tran/Sun Link/Sun Shuttle
Cash

$1.75

$0.75

$2.35

Stored Value

$1.60

$0.75

$2.35

$4/$4.40/$4.50

$2.45

N/A

3-Day Pass

$10

N/A

N/A

30-Day Pass

$48

$22.50

$64

Annual Pass

$480

N/A

N/A

$192/$480

N/A

$256/$608

$45

N/A

N/A

ADA: $3.20
Optional: $6

ADA: $1.60
(Low-income only)
Optional: $4

N/A

1-Day Pass/1-Day Ticket/1Day Ticket at Sun Link

UPASS (Semester/Annual)
SummerGO Youth Pass
Sun Van
One-Way

Source: City of Tucson

Fare Type Usage
To understand how much the different fare types are being used and their respective
contribution to the agency’s fare revenue, the project team analyzed Fiscal Year (FY)
2019 ridership and fare revenue (Figure 2-2). Notable findings from this analysis include:


35% of all riders paid a full fare and contributed about 70% of the agency’s fare
revenue.



65% of riders paid discounted or free fares



Less than 1% of riders paid express fares, contributing only 4% of system fare
revenue
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Figure 2-2

Fare Type by Ridership and Revenue (FY 2019)

Ridership

35%

38%

Revenue

27%

69%

0%

10%

20%

30%
Full Fare

21%

40%

50%

Economy

60%

Express

70%

80%

6%

90%

100%

Other

Source: Sun Tran Monthly Operating Reports (FY2019)
Note: “Other” category includes free transfers, free trips for children aged five and under, free trips for personal care
attendants (PCAs), and discounted passes provided by non-profits.

Economy Low-Income Fare Program Usage
In 2019, 53% of riders were eligible for the low-income fare program, but only about 38%
of riders still paid a full fare (Figure 2-3).
Figure 2-3

Economy Low-Income Program Utilization
Low-Income Program Eligibility

Low-Income Program Utilization

Precent of Riders

20%

15%

10%

5%

0%

Less than $10,000 - $15,000 - $25,000 - $35,000 - $50,000 - $75,000 - $100,000 REFUSED
$10,000 $14,999 $24,999 $34,999 $49,999 $74,999 $99,999 or more

Source: 2019 Sun Tran Passenger Survey
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Fare Technology
Prior to fare suspension, riders could pay for transit services with cash, SunGO Card,
SunGO ID & Card, SunGO Ticket, and GoTucson Transit Mobile App. Figure 2-4
outlines the benefits and challenges of each payment type. One of the major challenges
of the current fare technology system is the cost to collect, manage, and maintain fares,
which Sun Tran estimates cost $690,000 per year (Figure 2-5). The agency currently
uses GenFare fareboxes and smartcard technology. The current fare collection system
is aging, with many fareboxes and ticket vending machines (TVMs) reaching the end of
their useful life.
Figure 2-4

Fare Payment Options

Benefits

Challenges

Cash

 Provides options to riders without
internet, smartphones, or access to
traditional banking services

 Expensive to collect
 Additional contact between riders, operators,
and maintenance
 Not accepted on Sun Link

SunGO Card
or SunGO ID
& Card

 Provides riders with an option to load
money onto an account and
purchase passes
 Enables riders to transfer between
buses and services for free
 Saves rider time when boarding
 Reduced cash handling costs

 Expensive to operate and maintain system
 TVMs are often out of service
 Some participating vendors have dropped
out of partnerships due to technology issues
 Administration of economy fares is expensive

SunGO
Ticket

 Provides riders with an option to
purchase passes
 Enables riders to transfer between
buses and services for free
 Saves rider time when boarding
 Reduced cash handling costs

 Expensive to operate and maintain system
 TVMs are often out of service
 Tickets are limited use and can wear out

GoTucson
Transit
Mobile App

 Provides riders with an option to
purchase 2-hour passes and multiuse pass options

 No current way to validate mobile passes on
Sun Link
 Risk of fare fraud through counterfeit passes

Figure 2-5

Estimated Fare Collection Costs

Fare Collection Element

Cost

Farebox Tech Staff Costs

$165,000

Special Services

$225,000

SunGO and SunGO ID Cards

$200,000

GenFare Maintenance

$100,000

Total Cost

$690,000

Source: Sun Tran
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Fare Media Usage
To understand the proportion of riders that use the various types of fare media, the
project team analyzed data from the 2019 On-Board Survey (Figure 2-5). Notable
findings include:


67% of riders used SunGO smartcards or tickets
−



70% of SunGO revenue comes from 30-day passes and 20% comes from
with stored value

24% of riders paid with cash

Figure 2-6

Fare Media Usage

SunGo

Cash

UPass

Mobile App

67%

24%

Source: 2019 Sun Tran Passenger Survey

Ridership and Revenue Trends
This section looks at the agency’s ridership and revenue trends before the COVID-19
pandemic (between 2014 and 2019) and during the pandemic (between 2020 and 2021)
to contextualize future fare structure and policy decisions. Notable findings include:

Pre-Pandemic


Ridership steadily decreased by 23%



Farebox recovery was relatively constant at around 17%



Cost per trip increased by 39% due to the loss of ridership and stable operating
expenses (Figure 2-6)
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During the Pandemic
At the peak of the reduction in travel demand due to COVID-19, Sun Tran services saw
a loss of 30% of ridership. This loss was low compared to many other U.S. transit
agencies, who lost 50-70% of ridership in the same period. The relatively low ridership
loss indicates many of the system’s riders rely on the system to travel to essential jobs
and make essential trips.
Figure 2-7

Average Cost Per Trip (FY2014-2021)

$7
$6

Cost per Trip

$5
$4
$3
$2
$1
$0

2014

2015

2016

2017

Average Fare per Trip

2018

2019

Average Subsidy per Trip

Source: National Transit Database
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PEER REVIEW
This section presents key findings from the peer review analysis. The project team
identified six comparable agencies for a peer review of approaches to fare structure and
technology, shown in Figure 2-7. The agency list was assembled based on agencies
with similar operating conditions, agencies of similar sizes, and those doing notable work
with fare technology. For additional information on the Peer Review Analysis, see
Appendix B.
Figure 2-8

Summary of Peer Agencies

City

Operating
Expenses

Annual
Passenger
Trips

Sun Tran

Tucson, AZ

$80 million

16 million

Monterey-Salinas Transit (MST)

Monterey, CA

$45 million

4 million

ABQ Ride

Albuquerque, NM

$55 million

9 million

Sun Metro

El Paso, TX

$65 million

12 million

Greater Dayton Regional Transit Authority
(GDRTA)

Dayton, OH

$77 million

9 million

Kansas City Area Transportation Authority

Kansas City, MO

$100 million

12 million

New Orleans Regional Transit Authority (NORTA)

New Orleans, LA

$125 million

16 million

Agency

Source: 2019 National Transit Database

Fare Structure
Most agencies have flat fare structures meaning riders do not pay different fares
depending on services, distance traveled, or time of day. Sun Tran’s base fare of $1.60
for smartcard and $1.75 for cash is relatively high when compared to its peers. Sun Tran
is unique among peer agencies to offer discounts to low-income riders. Because of the
low-income fare program, Sun Tran’s riders pay a smaller percentage of income on fares
compared to peers (Figure 2-8).
Figure 2-9

Peer Month Passes as Percent of Annual Income

15%
$10,000

10%

$15,000
5%
0%

$25,000
$50,000
MST

Sun Tran
Full Fare

Sun Metro

NORTA

Greater
Dayton
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Fare Technology
All agencies have or are in the
process of studying a contactless
fare collection option, with most
agencies offering a mobile
payment option.

Figure 2-10 MST Contactless Debit Card Payment

Notable contactless technology
solutions to provide convenient
ways to pay and reduce cash
usage include:


Open-Loop Payment:
MST is piloting a payment
system where riders can
pay with contactless credit,
debit, or prepaid cards, or
payment-enabled device.



Eliminating On-Board
Cash Collection: GDRTA
stopped collecting cash onboard buses in 2021.
Riders must pay with
smartcard or mobile app.
Riders can load cash to
their transit accounts
through Vanilla Direct and
partnerships with stores
across the region (Figure 2-10).

Figure 2-11 GDRTA Tapp Pay Card with Cash Loading Capabilities

Source: GDRTA
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Equitable Fare Payment
Transit agencies can implement solutions to accommodate all riders when switching to
contactless payment options, including reloading transit cards in cash, accepting prepaid cards with tap services, adding Wi-Fi on buses, simple cash collection on buses,
and fare capping. outlines the various.
Notable examples of equitable fare payment solutions utilized by peer agencies include:


Fare capping: GDRTA and MST offer fare capping for both day and month
passes, where riders do not purchase passes in advance, but instead receive
free rides after they meet the fare equivalent of the daily or monthly pass.



Fare-free: Both ABQ Ride and KCATA are currently piloting fare-free service.

Equitable Fare Payment Spotlight: Fare Capping
Contactless fare payment systems facilitate the integration of various system features into fare
programs, such as fare capping.
What is Fare Capping?
Fare capping sets a maximum fare for different periods of time (day, week, money). With fare
capping, riders do not purchase passes in advance, but instead are rewarded with free rides
after they meet the fare equivalent of a daily, weekly, or monthly pass on their account. For
example, if a single-ride ticket costs $1.50 and a daily pass costs $3, the rider earns a daily
pass after taking two trips in the same day. If they take any other trips that day, they do not
need to pay an additional fare.
Why Fare Capping?
Fare pricing can be confusing, and the burden is often left to the rider to determine which fare
product will meet their needs and cost the least. Fare capping is convenient for riders because
they do not need to purchase fare passes in advance based on expected usage. Additionally,
fare capping removes the upfront cost barriers to discounted multi-use passes.
Figure 2-12 GDRTA Tapp Pay Fare Capping Capping Tutorial

Source: GDRTA Tapp Pay Fare Capping Capping Tutorial, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k_xEZ67efNc
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FARE-FREE STATE OF THE PRACTICE
This section presents a summary of the state of the practice for fare-free transit policies
among U.S. transit agencies. The summary aims to help inform future fare policy
decisions by outlining the context for why agencies are considering fare-free transit, as
well as important considerations for implementing fare-free service. It presents some
benefits and challenges of informed by case studies of four fare-free transit agencies.
Additional information on the fare-free state of the practice and case study review can be
found in Appendix C.

Summary
Before the COVID-19 pandemic, fare-free was a tool for transit agencies to increase
ridership and expand accessibility of a beneficial community service. Most fare-free
agencies have been small-to-medium-sized with relatively low farebox recovery. Kansas
City Area Transportation Authority (KCATA) was the first larger agency to go fare-free in
early 2020. During the COVID-19 pandemic, agencies of all sizes are looking at how
fare-free service can help recover lost ridership, lessen disease exposure, and better
serve “essential” riders, many of whom are low-income. Some larger agencies, such as
LA Metro, are evaluating the impact of permanent fare-free service, either for all riders or
select rider groups.
Before making a permanent change to fare policy, agency staff should understand longterm implications of going fare-free, including loss of revenue, need for additional
service, and disruptive passengers Fare-free agencies have used various funding
techniques to replace fare revenue, including increased local funding contributions,
property taxes, university fees, utility service fees, and community partnerships with
business and organizations.

Case Studies
To identify specific benefits and challenges, the project team reviewed findings from prepandemic case study research and staff interviews about the benefits and challenges of
fare-free transit from four example agencies that made the transition to fare-free service
within the past ten years:


Chapel Hill Transit (CHT) (Chapel Hill, NC),



Corvallis Transit System (CTS) (Corvallis, OR),



Missoula Urban Transportation District (Mountain Line) (Missoula, MT)



Intercity Transit (Olympia, WA)

Findings
Case studies were reviewed with a focus on the following topics:


Initial challenges



Ridership increases
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Dwell time savings



Increased staffing



Passenger disturbances



Paratransit



Funding

Figure 2-12 summarizes the key findings from the case study review on the benefits and
challenges experienced by the selected fare-free agencies. These findings highlight the
potential impacts that should be analyzed when considering fare-free service.
Figure 2-13 Fare-Free Benefits and Challenges

Benefits

Challenges

 Increased ridership as the barrier to transit is
reduced
 Elimination of fare collection costs
 Contactless boardings and reduced
interactions between riders and drivers
 Less time spent boarding the bus without fare
payment and with all-door boarding
 Elimination of farebox conflicts, including
interactions between drivers and riders over
fares and fare enforcement
 Equitable distribution of resources by
providing government-funded service to transit
reliant community members
 Community pride in a transportation system
that can help community growth, encourage
regional investment, and draw positive attention
to the agency

 Need to replace farebox revenue through
public revenue streams or private investment
 Cost to add additional fixed-route and
paratransit service, fleet, and staffing to meet
additional ridership demand
 Potential reduction to current service and
constraints to adding additional service due
to lost revenue
 Abuse of the system by disruptive
passengers, which may require additional
passenger conduct policies and increased
security
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3 PROJECT OUTREACH
This chapter summarizes the outreach completed for the Sun
Tran Fare Study including a public survey and discussions with
the Sun Tran Executive Team, Transit Working Group of Pima
Association of Governments, and City of Tucson Mayor and
Council Transit Task Force. This chapter also includes key
findings from a recent operator survey on fare-free transit
completed independently from the Sun Tran Fare Study.
Additional information on the project outreach may be found in
Appendix E.

PUBLIC OUTREACH
Methodology
Survey outreach was conducted to provide riders and members of the public with the
opportunity to share feedback on the future of transit fares in the City of Tucson. To
collect feedback, the project team developed a survey that included questions on
ridership patterns, opinions on the future of fares, and respondent demographics.
The project team advertised the survey through promotional materials posted at transit
centers, on transit vehicles, social media posts, and community listservs. The survey
was made available online using SurveyMonkey and through paper surveys distributed
on transit vehicles and at transit centers. The survey was open from July 25 to August
13th, 2021, and available in both English and Spanish. Overall, 961 people completed
the survey. Nearly 900 were completed online, and the remainder were completed on
paper.

SUN TRAN FARE STUDY
City of Tucson

Survey Results
Survey topics fell into three main categories: fare structure and cost, fare payment, and
fare-free service. Key findings from each topic are below.

Fare Structure and Cost
To inform the restructuring of Sun Tran fares, respondents were asked a variety of
questions regarding the types and costs of fares before fare collection was suspended.


Figuring out how much a fare costs, and how to pay, is difficult for first time
riders



Most respondents believe fares were affordable, especially with the option of
the economy pricing; however, there was support for flat fares across all
users at a lower price



People think that the low-income fare program should be easier to access,
such as requiring less documentation



Many respondents desire free transfers regardless of payment method

Fare Payment
Survey respondents were asked their opinions on the current payment systems and
what influences their choices regarding those payment options.


Overall, people rate their experience with SunGO highly, but technological
issues can make the system difficult to use consistently



Payment method choices are influenced by ease of access and use



Respondents are discouraged from using the mobile app because of the
ticket fees

Respondents also answered questions regarding the future of fare payment.


Respondents would like to see upgraded farebox technology, including
improvements to the SunGO system and expanded options for paying fares
that speed up boarding.



About 10% of respondents do not have access to alternative payment
methods (Figure 3-1). Of those respondents, almost three-quarters make less
than $25,000 annually and mentioned cost barriers to transit in survey
comments. Riders making less than $25,000 also used cash at higher rates
than other income groups.
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Figure 3-1

We know not everyone has access to certain types of fare payment technology. Please help us to
understand your ability to pay for fares in different ways. Select all that apply. (n = 942)

Percent of Respondents

100%
80%
60%
40%
20%
0%

I have internet
I have a
I have a
I have credit,
debit, or pre-paid smartphone with access at home smartphone with
a mobile wallet
internet access
cards

None of the
above

Source: 2021 Sun Tran Fare Study Survey

Fare-Free Service
Respondents were asked their opinions on different aspects of fare-free service and the
potential continuation of fare-free service.




Fifty-eight percent supported the continuation of fare-free service (Figure
3-2).
−

Respondents who ride transit, have lower incomes, and are younger were
most likely to favor permanent fare-free service.

−

Support for fare-free service was often caveated by a desire for more
consistent and improved service.

−

Respondents’ feedback was informed by interests in promoting equity,
environmental sustainability, reduced congestion, and safety on transit.

Despite some safety and crowding concerns, respondents indicated that farefree service would likely increase their use of transit (Figure 3-3).
−



Less than 10% of respondents indicated it would cause them to ride less
or stop riding, and over 40% responded that the continuation of fare-free
service would mean they would ride transit “a lot more.”

There was significantly less support for service that was only partially farefree.
−

Nearly 40% opposed to fare-free service for only some, and 42%
opposed to fare-free service for just some modes.

−

Respondents often preferred fare-free service for all or for none, not a
partial step.
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Figure 3-2

Do you think transit services should stay fare-free for everyone in the future? (n = 910)
Not sure
18%

Yes
58%

No
24%

Source: 2021 Sun Tran Fare Study Survey

Figure 3-3

How would the continuation of fare-free service affect your use of Sun Tran (and/or other transit)?
(n = 904)

Percent of Respondents

50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

I would ride a I would ride a No change/I do I would ride a I would ride a
lot more
little more
not ride now
little less
lot less

Source: 2021 Sun Tran Fare Study Survey
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STAKEHOLDER OUTREACH
Throughout the Fare Study, the project team presented updates and findings to transit
stakeholders, including members of the City of Tucson Executive Team, the Pima
Association of Governments Transit Working Group, and the City of Tucson Transit Task
Force. These presentations aimed to inform stakeholders of the study progress and
gather thoughts and feedback to help shape final recommendations.

City of Tucson and Sun Tran Executive Team
Over the course of the project, the project team presented study findings to and solicited
feedback from member of the City of Tucson and Sun Tran executive team, including
representatives from the Department of Transportation and Mobility. Priority outcomes
for the future of fare collection were maintaining fare revenue to support service
increases, promoting affordability, simplifying fares, providing more payment options,
and speeding up boarding. The final presentation deck given to executive staff can be
seen in Appendix H.

City of Tucson Mayor and Council Transit Task Force
An overview of the study to date was presented to the Transit Task Force at the
September 13, 2021, meeting. Key takeaways from the meeting include:


Positive response to open-loop payment and fare capping



TTF members, as well as some of the public commenters, had varying
opinions on the continuation of fare-free service, including:
−

Opposition due to concerns about political backlash

−

Support to financially benefit essential workers

Transit Working Group of Pima Association of
Governments
The Transit Working Group (TWG) is comprised of members of the Pima Association of
Governments (PAG) that focuses on transit issues affecting Pima County. An update on
the Study was presented at the TWG meeting on September 21, 2021. Key takeaways
from the meeting include:


Sun Shuttle is the main mode of transit in many of the towns and cities
outside of Tucson. TWG members had some concerns about fare-free on
Sun Shuttle, including:
−

The ability to maintain service, as some areas have seen ridership return
to or exceed pre-pandemic levels.

−

The exacerbation of the driver shortage, which would further strain the
ability to provide on-time service.
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If fares return, priorities for members include simplicity, continuing to support
cash dependent riders, and making low-income fares easier to access.

OPERATOR SURVEY
Sun Tran conducted an in-house survey of Sun Tran transit operators in April 2021. Staff
collected 173 responses out of 400 total operators. The survey included questions on
current ridership, fare-free service, and cleanliness of facilities. Key takeaways from the
survey include:


72% of operator survey respondents believe Sun Tran should return to
collecting fares.



Open-ended comments showed that operators were dissatisfied with the
number of destination-less riders.



−

95% of respondents answered yes to "Do you experience a lot of people
riding without a destination?"

−

Many left comments regarding the high number of passengers
experiencing homelessness.

Operators who did support continuing fare-free service mentioned benefits
being protection from COVID and avoiding confrontations with passengers.
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4 FARE STRUCTURE SCENARIO
EVALUATION
This chapter presents the ridership and revenue impacts of five
alternative fare structures, as well as a separate evaluation of
the impacts of continuing fare-free service. Additional details on
the fare scenario evaluation may be found in Appendix F.

FARE STRUCTURE SCENARIOS
Six different initial scenarios for fare structure and pricing changes were developed to
evaluate potential impacts to City of Tucson transit ridership and revenue. These fare
scenarios are described below (Figure 4-1).







Scenario 1: Lower Fares
Scenario 2: Simplified Structure
Scenario 3: Fare Capping
Scenario 4: Eliminate Express Fares
Scenario 5A and 5B: Low-Income Fare-Free Program
Scenario 6: Fare-Free Service for All

This initial phase of the scenario evaluation examined the ridership and revenue impacts
for the first five scenarios. The sixth scenario, fare-free service for all, was evaluated
separately to include additional evaluation metrics, including foregone farebox revenue,
fare collection savings, equity considerations, fixed-route ridership and cost implications,
and paratransit ridership and cost implications. These scenarios are preliminary; options
in some scenarios were carried through to be part of the proposed strategy, while others
were not.
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Figure 4-1

Fare Structure Scenarios

Scenario 1:
Lower Fares

Scenario 2:
Simplified
Structure

Scenario 3:
Fare Capping

Scenario 4:
Eliminate
Express Fares

Scenario 5:
Low-Income
Fare-Free
Program

Scenario 6:
Fare-Free
Service for All

 Full = $1
 Economy =
$0.40
 Express =
$1.50

 Reduce day
pass
multiplier
 Remove 3day pass

 Fare
capped day,
month, and
annual
passes

 Remove
express
single ride,
monthly
pass, and
college
fares

 Eliminate
fares for
low-income
riders
 A: Maintain
existing
eligibility
 B: Expand
eligibility to
200% of
Federal
Poverty
Level (FPL)

 Eliminate
fares for all
services

Scenarios 1 through 5
This section outlines the initial results from the evaluation of Scenarios 1 through 5. The
relative ridership and revenue changes for the first group of scenarios are shown in
Figure 4-2. Scenarios 5A and 5B evaluated two potential eligibility levels for low-income
fare-free service. The first is the current eligibility threshold, and the second evaluated
the additional impact of bringing the threshold to 200% of the US Federal Poverty Level
in line with other large agencies with low-income fare programs.
Scenarios 1 through 5 all result in an increase in ridership and a decrease in farebox
revenue, although at a wide range of scales. Simplifying the structure (Scenario 2) and
adding fare capping (Scenario 3) result in smaller revenue losses and minute ridership
increases, while the impacts of eliminating express fares (Scenario 4) are almost
negligible. At both income levels, fare-free for low-income riders of differing income
thresholds (Scenario 5A and 5B) results in the largest ridership increase. Lowering fares
(Scenario 1) results in the largest decrease in farebox revenue, with a lower increase in
ridership than low-income fare-free.
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Figure 4-2

Ridership and Revenue Change by Scenario
Change in Ridership

4,000,000

Scenario 1
Lower Fares

Scenario 2
Simplified
Structure

Change in Farebox Revenue

Scenario 4
Eliminate
Scenario 5A
Scenario 3
Fare Capping Express Fares LLSIL Free

17%

Scenario 5B
200% FPL
Free

18%

2,000,000
8.6%

0.9%

1.5%

0

0.1%
-0.7%

-4.7%
-7.0%

-2,000,000

-23.6%
-26.9%
-4,000,000

-37.8%

-6,000,000
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Scenario 6: Fare-Free Service for All
As discussed in the Existing Conditions and Peer Review Chapter, agencies across the
U.S. have experienced a variety of costs and benefits associated with fare-free transit.
To analyze the feasibility of fare-free service for City of Tucson transit services, the
project team evaluated the impacts of various factors on both fixed-route service and
paratransit, including ridership and service implications, financial implications, and equity
considerations. Three different ridership increase scenarios were examined within
Scenario 6 to provide a range of potential impacts. The estimated impacts for Scenario 6
can be seen in Figure 4-3. Details on the impacts across the various metrics can be
seen below.
Figure 4-3

Scenario 6: Summary of Impacts

Increase from 2019

Ridership Recovery

Low Increase

Moderate Increase

None

Fixed-Route: 800,000
Sun Van: 30,000

Fixed-Route: 2,300,000
Sun Van: 60,000

$0.7 million

$0.7 million

$0.7 million

$4 million

$4 million

$4 million

None

Minimal

Minimal

Annual Farebox
Revenue

$12.5 million

$12.5 million

$12.5 million

Annual Service
Costs

None

Fixed-Route: $0
Sun Van: $625,000

Fixed-Route $0
Sun Van: $1,250,000

One-Time Vehicle
Purchases

None

Fixed-Route: 0
Sun Van: 2

Fixed-Route: 0
Sun Van: 4

$2,000,000

$2,000,000

$2,000,000

None

Fixed-Route: 0
Sun Van: 2

Fixed-Route: 0
Sun Van: 4

Annual Ridership
Savings and Benefits (+)
Annual Farebox
Operating Costs
One-Time Farebox
Capital Costs
Travel Time Savings
Costs (-)

Safety and Security
Costs
Staff (Full Time
Employees)
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Ridership
As discussed in the Existing Conditions and Peer Review chapter, providing fare-free
service has been shown to increase ridership and operating efficiency on fixed-route
transit. Transit ridership is elastic relative to fares—the more fares are reduced, the
higher ridership will increase. As of March 2021, the future of ridership demand is
unknown with potential long-term changes in travel patterns. Currently suspended fares
make it difficult to confidently measure the long-term impact of changes in fare policy.
Due to the lack of confidence in the future of transit ridership, this analysis makes
assumptions about the relative impact of fare-free service on Sun Tran and Sun Van.
Providing fare-free fixed-route service on Sun Tran means that complimentary
paratransit service, Sun Van, must also be fare-free.
Three ridership assumptions were established based on Sun Tran ridership trends,
evidence from other agencies, and conversations with Sun Tran staff, seen in Figure 4-4
and Figure 4-5.
Figure 4-4

Fixed-Route Ridership Increase Assumptions

Passenger Trips (Millions)

20

2019

16

2021

12
8
4
-

Figure 4-5

Recovery (0%)

Low Increase (5%)

Moderate Increase (15%)

Paratransit Ridership Increase Assumptions

1,000,000

2019

Passenger Trips

800,000
600,000

2021

400,000
200,000
-

Recovery (0%)

Low Increase (4%)
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Financial Impacts
Foregone Farebox Revenue
Before COVID-19, farebox revenue accounted for 17% of total operating expenses. With
fare-free service, Sun Tran forgoes approximately $12.5 million in revenue annually
based on 2019 ridership. This revenue gap would need to be filled through new funding
sources or through increased funding from current sources.

Fare Collection Savings
As detailed in the Existing Conditions and Peer Review chapter, annualized fare
collection costs include both capital and operating costs, and by eliminating fare
collection, the agency would save approximately $0.7 million annually. Not collecting
fares would also eliminate the need for farebox upgrades, which are estimated at around
$4 million.

Operating Cost Implications
As mentioned in the Existing Conditions and Peer Review chapter, agencies that see
large ridership increases may need to add service if certain routes or trips exceed bus
capacity. However, at 5% and 15% ridership increases on Sun Tran, no trips would see
a max load above bus capacity, and there would be no additional operating costs as a
result of adding service.
An estimated demand response ridership increase between 4% and 8% would result in a
demand for additional paratransit service hours. For demand response service, each
additional passenger adds more revenue hours than with fixed-route service. In case
study fare-free agencies, for every 1% increase in paratransit ridership, revenue hours
increased by 0.9%. Annual revenue hours for Sun Van would be expected to increase by
between 10,600 and 21,200, resulting in an increased annual operating cost between
$625,000 and $1.25 million.

Capital Cost Implications
If Sun Tran does not need to add any revenue hours to accommodate increased
ridership, there will be no additional capital costs.
The increase in demand for paratransit service would require the agency to purchase
approximately one new vehicle per additional 15,000 trips, or between two and four
additional vehicles at a cost of $300,000 to $600,000

Service Staffing Levels
As revenue hours increase to accommodate higher demand for Sun Van service, the
agency may be required to hire additional full-time employees (FTEs) to operate
vehicles, provide maintenance, or perform administrative functions for the higher level of
service and additional riders. No new FTEs would be required for fixed-route service to
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accommodate new revenue hours, but may be needed for other purposes, such as
security or maintenance.

Community Impacts
Transitioning to fare-free service can potentially eliminate barriers for low-income
passengers and may improve equity in the service area. Understanding the income
levels and transportation costs of the region is a key factor for determining how fare-free
service will affect the community. About two-thirds of riders are low-income, as outlined
in the Existing Conditions and Peer Review chapter. However, about 40% of eligible
riders do not pay a low-income economy fare indicating that the current program is
leaving some riders out. Under a fare-free for all system, all low-income riders will
benefit, including those not enrolled in the economy program.
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5 CONTACTLESS TECHNOLOGY
EVALUATION
This chapter presents a review of contactless technology
solution options and an evaluation of the costs and benefits of
various alternatives.

SUMMARY OF CONTACTLESS FARE SYSTEMS
To improve the customer experience and streamline the boarding process, many transit
agencies have shifted away from cash-based fare payment systems to digital
contactless systems which use technologies such as smart cards, mobile ticketing,
contactless bank card, or payment-enabled devices. These technologies allow riders to
pay through transit accounts (closed-loop) or items they already have in their wallet or
on their phone (open-loop). The benefits and drawbacks of contactless fare systems are
outlined in Figure 5-1. Additional information on the contactless technology options can
be found in Appendix D.
One key drawback of contactless fare payment is the systems often leave out people
without access to smartphones or bank accounts. Groups with lower access to digital
technology include disadvantaged groups, such as older adults, low-income riders, and
the unbanked, or individuals without bank accounts. A 2021 study on viewing automated
payment solutions through an equity lens identified potential solutions to accommodate
all riders regardless of technology access, including:

1



Options to pay for or reload transit cards in cash



Allow prepaid cards to operate with smart card services



Add Wi-Fi on buses for customers with limited data plans



Simple cash collection on buses



Integrate fare capping1

Golub, A., J. MacArthur, C. Brakewood and A. Brown. Applying an Equity Lens to Automated Payment

Solutions for Public Transportation., Transportation Research and Education
Center (TREC), 2021, https://pdxscholar.library.pdx.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1226&context=trec_reports
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Figure 5-1

Benefits and Drawbacks of Contactless Fare Systems

Benefits
Faster boarding
Increased ridership
Reduced cash handling costs
Reduced contact between operators and riders
Facilitates feature integration, such as discounts,
free transfers, fare program eligibility, and fare
capping
 Streamlines non-profit, employer, and school
subsidies






Drawbacks
 Hardware and software upgrade requirements
 Multi-step payment (with closed-loop system
only)
 Individual privacy concerns
 De-emphasis on cash may leave some rider
groups out

FARE TECHNOLOGY ALTERNATIVES
Four initial alternatives for the future fare collection on City of Tucson services were
developed to evaluate costs and benefits (Figure 5-1):
1. Update closed-loop system
2. Add open-loop payment
3. Transition to open-loop system and eliminate cash collection
4. Add fare capping
The alternatives were evaluated separately to understand the impacts of individual
changes. Because fare capping can be integrated into a closed- or open-loop system,
Alternative 4 can be combined with Alternatives 1, 2, or 3. These alternatives were
informed by the review of available contactless technology upgrades, a review of peer
transit agency technology, and discussions with City staff. The alternatives are in
addition to the fare free scenario which would allow the agency to become fully
contactless by eliminating fare collection technology across all transit services. The fare
free scenario is evaluated in the Fare Scenario Evaluation chapter.
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Figure 5-2

Sun Tran Fare Study Fare Technology Alternatives

Alternative 1:
Update Closed-Loop
System

Alternative 2:
Add Open-Loop
Payment

Alternative 3:
Transition to OpenLoop System and
Eliminate Cash
Collection

Alternative 4:
Add Fare Capping

 Maintain card-based
system
 Replace fareboxes

 Add system
capabilities to accept
bank cards
 Replace fareboxes
 Add on-board
communication
devices
 Shift to accountbased system

 Add system
capabilities to accept
bank cards
 Add contactless
validators
 Shift to accountbased system
 Eliminate cash
collection on board
transit vehicles

 Modify closed- or
open-loop system to
cap rider fares for the
day, month, and year
 Replace fareboxes
 Shift to accountbased system

EVALUATION OVERVIEW
All four alternatives would result in costs and benefits, or savings, for the city. The costbenefit analysis used three key categories to evaluate the alternatives: financial
implications, improvements to ease of use for riders, and equity benefits. The qualitative
and quantitative metrics under each category were selected based on the experience of
peer agencies and conversations with city staff.


Financial implications of each alternative, including hardware costs, fare media
costs, contract costs, and ongoing fare collection costs.



Improvements to simplicity, including ease of use for riders and driver
interaction



Equity impacts for each alternative, including reduced financial barriers and
restrictions to access

Figure 5-2 summarizes the results of the cost-benefit analysis for each of the four
alternatives. Additional information on the contactless technology evaluation can be
found in Appendix G.
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Figure 5-3

Summary of Cost-Benefit Analysis Results

Alternative 1: Update Closed-Loop System
Benefits

Costs/Challenges

 No changes to SunGO system or fare media
 No additional contract costs

 New cash collecting fareboxes needed (Fast
Fare or new Odyssey model)
 Ongoing costs of collecting cash
 No improvements to rider ease of use, reduced
driver interaction, or equity benefits

Alternative 2: Add Open-Loop Payment
Benefits

Costs/Challenges

 Reduced contact between riders and drivers
 Provides riders with convenience of paying with
smartcard, bank card, mobile wallet, or cash
 Riders do not need to have cash or pre-loaded
funds or passes onto smartcard to pay
 Reductions in costs by reducing cash collection









New cash collecting fareboxes needed
Ongoing costs of collecting cash
Need for on-board communication technology
New account-based fare media needed
Additional contract costs
Marketing costs to inform public
Staff training

Alternative 3: Transition to Open-Loop Payment and Eliminate Cash Collection
Benefits

Costs/Challenges

 Significantly reduced contact between riders and
drivers
 Provides riders with convenience of paying with
smartcard, bank card, or mobile wallet
 Riders do not need to have cash or pre-loaded
funds or passes onto smartcard to pay
 Costs reduced by eliminating cash collection

 New fareboxes needed: contactless readersonly (Fast Fare-E or third-party validator)
 Need for on-board communication technology
 New account-based fare media needed
 Additional contract costs
 May restrict transit access for those who want or
need to pay with cash
 Marketing costs to inform public
 Staff training

Alternative 4: Add Fare Capping
Benefits

Costs/Challenges

 Riders do not need to worry about purchasing
passes in advance
 Reduces some riders’ fares by expanding
access to termed pass discounts (daily, monthly,
and annual passes)
 Reductions in fare administration costs by
reducing fare media options
 Can be implemented with closed-loop or openloop systems

 New fareboxes needed with account-based
payment enabled: cash collecting fareboxes or
contactless readers-only
 Loss of revenue from riders who currently
overpay in single-rides or with passes
 New account-based fare media needed
 Additional contract costs
 Marketing costs to inform public
 Staff training
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6 PROPOSED STRATEGY FOR
RETURNING TO FARES
This chapter presents the proposed strategy for returning to
fares, including recommendations for fare structure and
technology. The chapter also includes implementation
considerations for the proposed changes.
The project team developed a phased implementation approach to improving the city’s
fare technology options and fare structure based on the findings presented in the Fare
Scenario Evaluation and Contactless Technology Cost-Benefit Analysis chapters. The
phased approach is designed to achieve the study objectives while promoting equitable
access to transit. Figure 6-1 presents the proposed steps under each phase, with a highlevel timeline. The actual timeline and order of the steps in each phase will depend on
when the city decides to resume fare collection, how long it takes to receive upgraded
fare media and hardware, and the life span of the existing fare collection system.
Figure 6-1

Sun Tran Fare Study: Proposed Strategy

PHASE 1
<1 year

 Switch to accountbased fare media
 Launch contactless
validators on-board
buses
 Introduce simplified
fare structure
 Replace SunGO
smartcard passes with
fare capping
 Optional: Eliminate
SunGO tickets

PHASE 2
1-2 years

 Add on-board
communication and
Wi-Fi to buses
 Add contactless openloop fare payment to
validators
 Expand ability to
load cash on SunGO
accounts
 Mobile app
integration into
SunGO system
 Optional: Pilot
Transportation Wallet
 Optional: Add alldoor boarding

PHASE 3
2+ years

 Remove Odyssey
fareboxes and cash
collection
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HOW DOES THE PROPOSED STRATEGY ACHIEVE THE
STUDY OBJECTIVES?
Figure 6-2 shows how the various elements included in the proposed strategy help the
city achieve the study objectives.
Figure 6-2

Proposed Strategy Impacts by Objective

Objectives

Proposed Strategy Impact
Provide riders with
contactless ways to
board
Be easy for
customers to use







Speed up vehicle
boarding





Preserve access for
all riders

Promote
affordability for all
riders

Maintain a
sustainable revenue
stream








Enhancing contactless options reduces contact between
riders, drivers, and staff
Future elimination of on-board cash will significantly reduce
contact between riders and drivers
Proposed fare structure simplifies fare types and passes
Open-loop payment allows riders to pay with their mobile
wallet or bank card
Fare capping eliminates need to pre-purchase passes
Enhancing contactless options reduces longer boarding
times due to cash collection
Elimination of on-board cash collection and introduction of
all-door boarding will significantly reduce boarding times
Expanding the ability to load cash onto SunGO accounts
provides additional alternatives to paying on-board with
cash
Adding Wi-Fi on board buses enhances ability to pay with
mobile app for those without cellular data
Fare capping provides pass discounts for more riders
Existing economy fare program provides discounts for
seniors, persons with disabilities, Medicare card holders,
and low-income riders
Optional transportation wallet program extends the benefits
of contactless payment to un-banked riders and to provide
additional subsidies to low-income riders
Resuming fare collection maintains fare revenue to support
future service needs
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PHASED IMPLEMENTATION
Phase 1
The first phase involves switching to account-based fare media, installing contactless
validators on all vehicles, introducing a simplified fare structure, replacing SunGO
passes with fare capping, and evaluating the impacts of enhanced contactless options.

Switch to account-based fare media
To facilitate future contactless upgrades, the city is switching from a card-based system
to an account-based system with the integration of the Genfare Link upgrade. While
card-based and account-based fare media can be used on the upgraded system, riders
can access additional benefits by using account-based fare media, including recovering
funds with the loss of a physical card and fare capping. As of December 2021, the city
will be encouraging riders to switch to account-based SunGO cards starting in July 2022.
Riders with existing SunGO cards will be able to use any remaining stored value but will
be unable to load additional funds onto existing cards. To continue using SunGO, riders
must swap their existing card with a new account-based card. The city should consider
additional strategies to further facilitate the transition to account-based fare media,
including:








Distributing free SunGO cards (i.e., waiving the card fee) for a limited time (e.g.,
6 months) at customer service, at in-person events, and/or through the mail
Deploying mobile units to community locations with high concentrations of transit
users, including major transit hubs without customer service, senior centers, and
affordable housing communities
Transitioning participants in eligibility-based programs (e.g., low-income riders
and persons with disabilities) in phases to manage the administrative burden of
eligibility verification in the short- and long-term
Providing a fare media transfer period where riders can visit customer service to
transfer any fare media or stored value onto a new account
Enforcing a deadline for accepting card-base fare media with an additional grace
period and guidance for drivers to help with the transition

Launch contactless validators on-board buses
To facilitate future contactless upgrades, such as fare capping and open-loop payment,
the city must install fareboxes or validators with account-based payment enabled. As of
December 2021, all Sun Link and some Sun Shuttle vehicles already operate with Fast
Fare-E contactless validators. The city will be installing Genfare Fast Fare-E contactless
validators on all Sun Tran, Sun Express, and remaining Sun Shuttle vehicles in early
2022. After installation, the city must complete multiple rounds of testing prior to public
launch.
The public launch of the validators will shift all contactless SunGO smartcard and ticket
payments away from the existing Odyssey fareboxes, leaving only cash collection on
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those fareboxes. The updated validators will have capabilities for accepting accountbased fare media (Phase 1) and open-loop payment (Phase 2). Additionally, the
contactless validators will have the ability to read QR codes. The current visual
verification system for validating mobile passes on Sun Tran and Sun Link provides
opportunities for fraud. The QR code function can be utilized to scan and validate mobile
tickets with QR codes or printed QR codes.

Introduce simplified fare structure
Along with upgrades to fare technology, the city should introduce a simplified fare
structure, which can be seen in Figure 6-3. The proposed changes from the existing fare
structure include:







Eliminating the express fare category
Lowering the one-way stored value fare to $1.50, raising the one-way cash fare
to $2, and making the cash fare the fixed-route base fare
Lowering the pass cost for 1-day, 30-day, and annual passes
Reducing the number of pass types by eliminating the 3-Day Pass, UPASS, and
SummerGO Youth Pass
Providing a free fare option for Sun Van eligible riders on fixed-route services,
including Sun Tran, Sun Link, and Sun Shuttle
Lowering Sun Van fares to $3 for full fare riders and $1.50 for economy riders

Per the City of Tucson Policy and Procedure for Solicitation and Consideration of Public
Comment on Fare Changes and Major Service Changes on Public Transportation, the
proposed fare structure will require the city to hold a public hearing with at least 30 days
public notice and complete a Fare Equity Analysis.
Figure 6-3

Proposed Fare Structure for City of Tucson Transit Services

Full Fare

Economy Fare

Sun Tran/Sun Link/Sun Shuttle
Cash (Base Fare)

$2.00

$0.75

Stored Value

$1.50

$0.75

1-Day Pass/1-Day Ticket/1Day Ticket at Sun Link

$3.00

$1.50

30-Day Pass

$45

$22.50

Annual Pass

$450

$225

Sun Van eligible riders free on Sun Tran, Sun Link, or Sun Shuttle
Sun Van
One-Way

ADA: $3
Optional: $6
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Replace SunGO smartcard passes with fare capping
Along with the simplified fare structure, the city should integrate fare capping to the
SunGO system. After the addition of the account-based fare media and installation of
contactless validators, the existing Genfare SunGO system can be configured to allow
for fare capping with the Genfare Link upgrade. The introduction of this feature to the
SunGO system is expected to encourage riders to shift from cash to contactless
payment. Fare capping further simplifies the fare administration because riders do not
need to purchase fare passes in advance. Additionally, fare capping removes the upfront
cost barriers to discounted multi-use passes, which promotes affordability for more
riders. Riders do not purchase passes in advance, but instead are rewarded with free
rides after they meet the fare equivalent of a daily, monthly, or annual pass on their
account. With riders shifting from paying with single-ride cash and stored value to fare
capped passes on SunGO, the city should expect some foregone revenue (see Phase 1:
Estimated Ridership and Revenue Outcomes below).
To ensure the transition to fare capping meets the needs of employer and other pass
programs that provide discounted or fully subsidized passes, City of Tucson staff should
work with partner organizations and Genfare to develop strategies that allow them to
continue to providing transit benefits to riders. Example strategies include:




Partner can load the equivalent value of a monthly pass to the program
beneficiary’s SunGO account in the form of stored value. The beneficiary can
then achieve daily and monthly fare caps when they spend $3 and $45 of stored
value, respectively.
City of Tucson can continue to sell monthly passes to beneficiaries of specific
programs.

Optional: Eliminate SunGO Tickets
To encourage utilization of account-based fare media and fare capping, the city should
consider eliminating SunGO tickets. SunGO tickets are expensive to provide and have a
limited useful life (i.e., maximum use of 90 days). Riders using these tickets should be
encouraged to switch to a SunGO card, which will provide fare capping benefits, or a
mobile app pass. To further facilitate this switch, the city should work with existing bulk
pass purchasers to determine if they can integrate fare capping into their existing pass
programs. Organizations that purchase SunGO tickets would instead distribute SunGO
cards and load the equivalent pass cost in stored value. To support the functions of
organizations that distribute Discounted 1-Day Tickets, the city should maintain this
option. Due to the QR reader capabilities of the mobile validators, the city can explore
transitioning the Discounted 1-Day Tickets to a printed QR code to save on fare media
costs.
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Phase 1: Estimated Ridership and Revenue Outcomes
Using the fare model developed for the fare scenario evaluation (see Fare Scenario Evaluation
chapter), the project team measured potential ridership and revenue impacts of the proposed
strategy, which includes a simplified fare structure and introduction of fare capping. The fare
model uses FY2019 ridership and revenue data. To measure the impact of fare capping, the
project team made assumptions about riders’ frequency based on data from the 2019 OnBoard Survey to calculate savings from fare capping versus cash or existing SunGO payments.
The proposed changes to the fare structure are estimated to result in a 370,000 (2.3%)
ridership gain and a $1,400,000 (11.2%) revenue loss (Figure 6-4). Most of the revenue loss
is related to the introduction of fare capping, which will provide pass discounts to many
frequent riders who pay with single-ride cash and stored value. It should be cautioned that
these figures are approximations based on a fare model that is highly dependent on accurate
data inputs to ensure quality outputs. The fare model bases ridership and revenue changes
strictly on price variation. Qualitative factors such as customer ease of use or other factors are
not considered here but are certainly factors that influence ridership and revenue levels. Based
on the perceived simplicity gains, it is likely that ridership benefits of the proposed fare
structure changes are understated.
Figure 6-4 Proposed Strategy: Ridership and Revenue Impacts from Fare Structure Changes
1,000,000

500,000

2.3%

0

-500,000

-1,000,000

-1,500,000

Change in Ridership

-11.2%

Change in Farebox Revenue
-2,000,000
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Phase 2
The second phase involves adding on-board communication and Wi-Fi to buses, adding
contactless open-loop fare payment to contactless validators, expanding the ability to
load cash on SunGO cards at retail locations, mobile app integration into the SunGO
system, and evaluating the future impacts of eliminating on-board cash collection.

Add on-board communication and Wi-Fi to buses
The benefits of adding on-board communication technology to all fixed-route vehicles is
two-fold. First, the addition of internet routers to buses enables open-loop payment by
allowing the validators to communicate with banking institutions. Second, the same
technology can be partitioned to provide public Wi-Fi to vehicles, which expands the
ability to validate mobile wallet and pre-purchased mobile app tickets and passes without
access to cellular data. Purchasing communication technology for every fixed-route
vehicle, however, comes at a significant cost in addition to the cost of the contactless
validators. The city should plan for this additional cost in order to move forward with the
phased implementation plan.

Add contactless open-loop fare payment Capabilities to validators
Following the addition of contactless validators (Phase 1) and on-board communication
technology on vehicles (Phase 2), the city should integrate contactless open-loop fare
payment capabilities into the SunGO system. Open-loop systems allow riders to pay as
they go with existing contactless credit, debit, prepaid card, or payment-enabled devices.
After the addition of the on-board technology, Genfare can configure open-loop payment
into the SunGO system. The additional module comes with an annual hosting fee.

Expand ability to load cash on SunGO accounts
Before limiting riders’ ability to pay with cash on-board transit vehicles, the city should
ensure there are a variety of options for riders to load funds onto their SunGO accounts.
The city currently maintains online fare purchasing, a retail point-of-sale (POS) network,
and Ticket Vending Machines (TVMs) at all three transit centers. Prior to the COVID-19
pandemic, some retailers dropped out of partnerships with the city due to technology
issues with the older POS system. During the pandemic, the city has been working to
upgrade the POS system by adding new retail technology and updating TVM hardware
and software.
Along with the ongoing upgrades, the city should consider additional strategies to build a
robust network of locations where riders can load funds onto their SunGO accounts. One
strategy is to add TVMs to additional locations around the city. TVMs, however, are
expensive to purchase and maintain, and may not be a cost-efficient option. An
additional strategy is to focus on expanding the retail network through a third-party
partner with an existing network of retailers. This alternative does not require retailers to
have proprietary technology on-site, but rather retailers can ring up stored value through
their existing system. The city can look to peer examples, such as at Greater Dayton
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Regional Transit Authority (GDRTA), where the agency utilizes a partnership with
VanillaDirect to allow riders to load cash onto their transit account at select retail
locations. 1 Through this feature, retailers can scan a barcode on the back of fare media.

Mobile app integration into SunGO system
The city currently has a mobile app, GoTucson Transit, that allow riders to pay for transit
from their smartphone. This app, however, is not connected to the SunGO system and
cannot be linked to SunGO rider accounts. To further promote Mobility as a Service
(MaaS) principals and enhance ease of use for transit riders, the city should either
connect the GoTucson Transit app to the SunGO system or create a new SunGO app.
The city’s current Genfare contract already includes a provision for the development of a
mobile payment app. A future mobile app should allow riders to manage their SunGO
account, purchase mobile tickets, and, in the case of fare capping, see how close they
are to reaching the fare cap. The mobile app could also be used to load cash onto
SunGO accounts through a partnership with a third-party partner, such as VanillaDirect.

Optional: Pilot transportation wallet program
To extend the benefits of contactless payment to un-banked riders and to provide
additional subsidies to low-income riders, the City of Tucson can pilot a transportation
wallet pilot program. The program could provide select low-income participants in the
existing economy fare program and/or other city programs with a pre-loaded SunGO
card or pre-paid bank card. The program could be launched in coordination with the
launch of fare capping by providing SunGO cards or open-loop fare payment with bank
cards. The benefits of the program would include providing an incentive for low-income
riders to adopt contactless technology options and providing low-income residents with
an alternative subsidy program for riding transit. The program could be funded through a
partnership between Sun Tran and other city departments, such as Housing and
Community Development, where Sun Tran would provide the discounted fares and
another department would provide the pre-loaded funds.

Existing participating VanillaDirect Load retailers include 7-Eleven, Dollar General, CVS Pharmacy, Family Dollar,
Rite Aid Pharmacy, Royal Farms, Shop Rite, Speedway, Walgreens, Walmart, and Circle K,
https://vanilladirect.com/

1
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Spotlight: Examples of Transportation Wallet Programs
The City of Tucson can look towards examples of transportation wallets from U.S. cities.
Portland, OR, multiple cities in California (e.g., Bakersfield, Oakland, and Los Angeles), and
Pittsburgh, PA, are testing, or planning to test, how a minimum transportation allowance can
improve residents’ mobility and access to employment. 2
In 2019, The City of Portland’s Bureau of Transportation (PBOT) established the Transportation
Wallet for Residents of Affordable Housing (TWRAH) Pilot program to evaluate the impact of
transportation financial incentives on low-income residents’ mobility. In the Pilot, PBOT provided
affordable housing residents with a bundle of transportation credits including 1) a pre-paid
VISA card which could be applied to public transit or other transportation services, 2) a free
bike share membership, and 3) access
to discounted rates on several
services. Initial results of the pilot show
that the program was effective in
providing more mobility options and
enhancing accessibility for low-income
residents. 3 The majority of program
participants were transit riders, about
half tried new modes under the
program, and many used each mode
more than they would have without
the program. Participants felt that the
program reduced stress related to
basic travel needs and unexpected or
emergency travel.

Figure 6-5

Portland Bureau of Transportation (PBOT)
Transportation Wallet Transportation Wallet

Optional: Add all-door boarding
To speed up boarding for riders paying with SunGO cards, the mobile app, With the
elimination of cash collection on-board buses, the city can further speed up boarding
times by allowing riders to board and tap at all doors of the vehicle, rather than just at

Like Basic Income, But for Transportation, Bloomberg CityLab, November 2021,
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2021-11-11/u-s-cities-test-effects-of-universal-basic-mobility

2

McNeil, MacArthur, and Tan, New Mobility for All: Evaluation of a Transportation Incentive Program for Residents
of Affordable Housing in Portland, OR, National Institute for Transportation and Communities, October 2021,
https://nitc.trec.pdx.edu/research/project/1318

3
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the front of the bus. All-door boarding, however, places limitations on drivers to manage
passenger boarding and fare payment. Some systems, such as Muni (San Francisco,
CA) and King County Metro (King County, WA), have implemented all-door boarding
policies to improve the efficiency of boarding. On King County Metro, riders must be able
to show proof of payment to transit security or fare ambassadors while on-board the bus,
which removes the burden of enforcing fare payment from the drivers. 4 If implemented
on Sun Tran vehicles, the city would need to make policy decisions on the logistics of alldoor boarding and fare enforcement. Additionally, this change would require the city to
purchase additional contactless validators for each door on the vehicle.

Phase 3
The final phase of the strategy calls for the removal of the existing Odyssey fare boxes
once they reach the end of useful life, resulting in the elimination of on-board cash
collection and the facilitation of all-door boarding.

Remove Odyssey fareboxes and eliminate cash collection
The existing Odyssey fareboxes are reaching the end of their useful life. With the
introduction of the contactless validators (Phase 1), the existing fareboxes will only be
used for cash fare payment. The fareboxes are expected to last only a few more years
while just accepting cash due to their eventual inability to provide accurate ridership and
revenue data. This strategy proposes that the city plan to eliminate cash collection onboard buses once the fareboxes fail.

IMPLEMENTATION CONSIDERATIONS
Timeline
The timeline for the phased implementation strategy should be determined by city staff
based on when the City of Tucson decides to resume fare collection (Phase 1), how long
it takes to receive upgraded fare media and hardware (Phases 1 and 2), and the life
span of existing fare collection technology (Phase 3). The current state of suspended
fares provides an opportunity for the agency to roll out various fare changes in tandem
with the return to fare collection. The city should plan to launch public facing changes in
each phase at the same time to avoid multiple disruptions to customers and simplify
administration and marketing. Figure 6-6 provides a general implementation timeline for
the reinstatement of fares including steps for analyzing; installing, configuring and/or
testing; marketing and public launch; and evaluating.

All aboard through all doors: King County Metro to make boardings faster, more efficient on the nation’s busiest
transit corridor, March 2019, https://kingcounty.gov/elected/executive/constantine/news/release/2019/March/14metro-all-boarding.aspx

4
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Figure 6-6

Phased Implementation Timeline

Install, Configure,
and/or Test

Market and Public
Launch

Phase

Analyze

1

1 - 6 months before
returning to fares
 Title VI Fare Equity
Analysis
 Public outreach

1 - 6 months before
 Genfare Link
 Account-based
system
 Contactless
validators
 Simplified fare
structure
 Fare capping

0 - 3 months after
 Account-based fare
media
 Contactless
validators
 Simplified fare
structure
 Fare capping
 Optional:
Elimination of
SunGO tickets

3 - 6 months after
 Impacts of fare
structure and
technology
changes

2

3-6 months after
 Title VI Fare Equity
Analysis
 Public outreach

6 - 9 months after
 On-board
communication and
public Wi-Fi
 Open-loop fare
payment
 Mobile app
integration
 Expansion of cash
loading options
 Optional: Pilot
transportation
wallet program
 Optional: Backdoor
validators

9 - 12 months after
 On-board
communication and
public Wi-Fi
 Open-loop fare
payment
 Mobile app
integration
 Expansion of cash
loading options
 Optional: Pilot
transportation
wallet program
 Optional: Backdoor
validators

12 - 18 months after
 Impacts of fare
technology
changes and
transportation
wallet program

3

~ 2 - 3 months after
(TBD)
 Title VI Fare Equity
Analysis
 Public outreach
 The future impacts
of eliminating onboard cash
collection

~ 2 - 3 years after
(TBD)
 Optional: All-door
boarding

~ 2 - 3 years after
(TBD)
 Removal of
Odyssey fareboxes
 Optional: All-door
boarding

~ 2 - 3 years after
(TBD)
 Impacts of
elimination of cash
collection
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Analyze
The analysis steps in the timeline fall prior to the installation and public launch steps in
each of the three phases. The purpose of these steps is to measure any potential
impacts of the changes to fare structure or technology prior to implementation.

Title VI Fare Equity Analysis
As a recipient of Federal Transit Administration (FTA) funds who operates 50 or more
fixed route vehicles in peak service and serves a population of 200,000 or greater, the
City of Tucson must evaluate any fare change during the planning and programming
stages with a Title VI Fare Equity Analysis. The purpose of this Fare Equity Analysis is to
evaluate whether the planned fare changes will have a disparate impact on either
minority or low-income populations as identified by the City of Tucson’s Policy and
Procedure for Fare Changes and Major Service Changes on Public Transportation. 5
The Phased Implementation Timeline includes a step for a Fare Equity Analysis prior to
the public launch of any changes in each of the three phases. Depending on the actual
implementation timeline, the city may choose to complete a Fare Equity Analysis for
multiple phases at the same time (e.g., Phase 1 and Phase 2).

Public Outreach
Per the City of Tucson’s Policy and Procedure for Fare Changes and Major Service
Changes on Public Transportation, the City should also hold a public hearing prior to any
fare change and the public should be given sufficient notice of any outreach activities. 6
The City may choose to host additional outreach activities to both alert the public of
upcoming fare changes and solicit feedback. Prior to implementing any changes, the city
should identify opportunities to integrate public feedback into the proposed strategy.

Evaluation
In addition to the analysis phases, the Phased Implementation Timeline includes steps
for evaluating the impact of the changes after each of the phases.

Evaluate impacts of enhanced contactless options
After implementing the strategies to enhance access to contactless technology in Phase
1 (e.g., switching to account-based fare media, integrating fare capping), the city should
evaluate the impact of the changes on ridership, revenue, and customer experience,
including:

City of Tucson Policy and Procedure for Fare Changes and Major Serv ices Changes on Public Transportation:
https://www.suntran.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/2019-Review-of-Fare-Major-Service-Change-Policy_Finalapproved.pdf

5

6

Ibid.
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How many riders are paying with SunGO, GoTucson Transit mobile app, or cash
How many riders are benefitting from fare capping (i.e., paying less than they
were without fare capping)
The revenue impact of fare capping
How many riders are loading cash onto SunGO accounts at retail locations
The cost to collect fares through SunGO, mobile app, and cash
What riders think about the additional contactless options
Customer access to contactless payment methods (SunGO and mobile app)

These metrics can be evaluated using farebox data, customer surveys, and focus
groups. The city should emphasize measuring the impacts for low-income, senior, and
disabled riders.

Evaluate the future impact of eliminating on-board cash collection
After the agency has implemented the additional strategies to enhance access to
contactless technology in Phase 2 and before eliminating cash collection in Phase 3, the
city should plan for additional evaluation public outreach to assess the potential impacts
of eliminating cash collection, including:





How many riders are paying with SunGO, open-loop payment, purchasing
magnetic passes (if available), GoTucson Transit mobile app, or cash
How many riders are loading cash onto SunGO accounts at retail locations
The cost to collect fares through SunGO, magnetic passes, mobile app, and
cash.
What riders think about the additional contactless options Customer access to
contactless payment methods (SunGO, mobile app)

This evaluation may be completed as part of or in addition to the required Title VI Fare
Equity Analysis in this phase. The metrics can be evaluated using farebox data,
customer surveys, and focus groups. The city should emphasize measuring the impacts
for low-income, senior, and disabled riders. If the city finds that the enhancements to
contactless technology has not resulted in a significant change in the proportion of riders
that pay with cash on-board, staff may want to take additional steps prior to, or instead
of, moving into Phase 3. Potential steps include:





Additional marketing of contactless fare options, including the benefits of fare
capping and open-loop payment
Investing additional resources into expanding the retail network for loading cash
on SunGO
Surveys and focus groups of cash riders to better understand their needs for
switching to contactless fare payment
Replacing existing Odyssey fareboxes with updated cash-collecting fareboxes
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Evaluate the impact of eliminating on-board cash collection
Following the elimination of on-board cash collection (Phase 3), the city should complete
additional analysis to assess the impact of eliminating cash collection on the community,
including:






The ridership impact of eliminating cash collection
How many riders are paying with SunGO, open-loop payment, purchasing
magnetic passes (if available), and GoTucson Transit mobile app
How many riders are loading cash onto SunGO accounts at retail locations
The cost to collect fares through the various fare media options (e.g., SunGO,
magnetic passes, mobile app)
What riders think about the additional contactless options Customer access to
contactless payment methods (SunGO, mobile app)

These metrics can be evaluated using farebox data, customer surveys, and focus
groups. The city should emphasize measuring the impacts for low-income, senior, and
disabled riders. If the city finds that the elimination of on-board cash collection has had a
significant impact on the community, the city may choose to take steps to provide cashpaying customers an option for paying with cash, such as a simple, low-cost cash box
that records riders.

Marketing and Public Launch
Through all three implementation phases, the City of Tucson should ensure that they
use marketing and educational tools to inform staff, riders, and the public of upcoming
changes and new fare features. Physical and digital materials should be distributed prior
to the launch of new features. All materials should be clear on how the changes affect
the riders and what they can expect. Agency websites should display clear information
on how to pay and provide answers to frequently asked questions (FAQs). Public-facing
videos can also be used to demonstrate the ease and benefits of open-loop payment
and fare capping, as seen from TriMet 7, Monterey Salinas Transit (MST) 8, and GDRTA 9.
In-person outreach should also be completed closer to the public launch to ensure riders
know what to expect. Outreach should be focused on high transit traffic locations, as well
as directed to key community groups that will be affected by the changes (e.g., seniors,
persons with disabilities, and low-income riders). After launch, continued outreach
should inform riders of the various ways to pay, provide instructions on how to use the
system, and sign people up for SunGO accounts. Additional outreach should be
completed after the implementation of each phase to gather data on system usage and
collect feedback on the system.

7

Hop Fastpass YouTube video, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K0rsCD-jTBk

8

MST: Tap to Ride YouTube video, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CTHKtrnVZ1E&t=1s

9

RTA Tapp Pay Fare Capping is Here! YouTube video, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IfHkmhDKBp0
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Other Considerations
Staff Time
The overhaul of the fare collection system will require additional staffing support to
ensure coordinated delivery. From the operational side, the city will need additional
support in the deployment, training, and ongoing support and maintenance. Staff support
will be needed for the installation and testing of new fare technology, as well as the
updating of training manuals and in-service training for operators. Some staff may see
shifts in their roles, such as less time dedicated to farebox maintenance and cash
counting. Finance staff may also see shifts in their roles with the introduction of fare
capping, the expansion of the retail network, the introduction of open-loop fare payment,
and the elimination of cash.
Customer service staffing may need to be expanded significantly to support the launch
and various changes. With the switch to account-based cards, riders will need additional
help to get new fare media and set up accounts. Fare ambassadors can be made
available at key transit hubs to help transition riders as they are purchasing fares at
TVMs. While easier for riders in the long-term, the switch to fare capping may be difficult
for some riders to comprehend. Customer service agents can help share marketing
materials, such as pamphlets and instructional videos. Additionally, customer service
hours may be expanded to accommodate the increase in requests.

Fare Policy
Along with the phased fare structure and technology implementation, the city should
align their fare policy with any implemented or planned changes. Suggested adjustments
include integrating goals for shifting the fare system to fully contactless and adjusting
farebox recovery goals to account for the estimated revenue loss due to fare capping.
The guiding fare policy should be reviewed and updated regularly to ensure that the
policy strives for city goals, as well as accurately reflects rider needs and current agency
performance.
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7 CONSIDERATIONS FOR LONG-TERM
FARE-FREE SERVICE
This chapter presents important considerations for the City of
Tucson to plan for in the case that fare-free service is extended
into the long-term.
As of March 2022, the City of Tucson plans to return to fare collection in July 2022.
Based on the findings from this Fare Study, the project team has developed a Proposed
Strategy for resuming fare collection including fare structure and technology
improvements. In the case that the Tucson City Council decides to extend fare-free
service past July, the city can take measures to plan for the operational and financial
impacts of the elimination of fare collection.

HOW DOES THE CONTINUING FARE-FREE SERVICE
ACHIEVE THE STUDY OBJECTIVES?
As an alternative to the Proposed Strategy, the continuation of fare-free service can also
help the city achieve the study objectives to varying degrees. Figure 7-1 shows how
long-term fare-free service can help the city achieve the study objectives.

SUN TRAN FARE STUDY
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Figure 7-1

Fare-Free Service Impacts by Objective

Objectives

Fare-Free Impact
Provide riders with
contactless ways to
board

 Driver interaction is limited when boarding without a fare,
protecting both riders and drivers

Be easy for
customers to use

 Riders do not need to figure out how much to pay or how to
pay before they board

Speed up vehicle
boarding

 Boarding time per rider is reduced when riders do not need to
pay a fare as riders do not need to pause to pay. It should be
noted that with more people boarding, any time savings may
be cancelled out.

Preserve access for
all riders

 Barriers to transit are significantly reduced as riders do not
need to have access to cash, fare media, or technology

Promote
affordability for all
riders

 All riders can access transit with no out-of-pocket costs
 Benefits low-income riders who currently need to prove
eligibility for the Economy fare program

Maintain a
sustainable revenue
stream

 Potential for a revenue source not dependent on ridership
levels
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CONSIDERATIONS
As discussed in the Scenario Evaluation chapter, continuing fare-free service will have
impacts on many aspects of the system, including service needs, revenue, and safety
and security costs.

Service Needs
Fixed-Route
Even with a ridership increase up to 50% over 2019, or pre-pandemic, levels, there are
no anticipated additional fixed-route service needs including additional revenue hours,
vehicles, or staff. At 50% or higher ridership increases, certain trips will have ridership
above allowable maximum load levels per the City of Tucson’s Title VI Program. 1 In that
case, to ensure safe and comfortable transit travel, the city will need to add additional
trips during high ridership periods. Along with additional trips, comes the need for
additional service hours, staffing (administrative, operations, maintenance), vehicles,
and, in some cases, facilities.

Paratransit
Due to the demand-response nature of ADA Paratransit service and smaller vehicle
capacity, the city will not be able to accommodate additional ridership increases on Sun
Van service with existing service levels. Based on paratransit ridership increases at
agencies that transitioned to fare-free service, the city should anticipate an increase in
Sun Van trips of between 4-8% over 2019 levels. Like with fixed-route, any additional
trips will require additional revenue hours, staffing, vehicles, and facilities. Along with the
additional cost to operate Sun Van, the need for additional staffing may prove to be a
challenge due to industrywide staffing shortages. To mitigate some of the impacts of
increased Sun Van ridership, the city can take actions to manage ADA Paratransit
eligibility. This increased demand can be partly managed through tightening eligibility
verification, such as requiring more frequent eligibility renewals, as well as travel training
and ambassador programs. Figure 7-2 shows a summary of the ridership, revenue hour,
vehicle, and staffing impacts on Sun Van. More details can be found in the Scenario
Evaluation Chapter.

City of Tucson Title VI Program, https://www.suntran.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/507.00Revised_CityofTucsonTitleVIProgram_RGcS.pdf

1
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Figure 7-2

Summary of Sun Van Impacts of Fare-Free

Increase from 2019

Ridership Recovery

Low Increase (4%)

Moderate Increase (8%)

Annual Ridership

None

30,000

60,000

Annual Revenue
Hours

None

10,600

21,200

Annual Service
Costs

None

$625,000

$1,250,000

One-Time Vehicle
Purchases

None

2

4

Staff (Full Time
Employees)

None

2

4

Revenue and Funding
The foregone farebox revenue from the continuation of fare-free service would need to
be replaced with a stable, long-term alternative revenue source. As of March 2022,
COVID-19 federal recovery funding has bridged the foregone revenue gap while the
agency has operated without fares for two years. This federal funding, however, will not
likely be available in the long-term. The city can look to examples from other fare-free
agencies for external funding alternatives, such as dedicated sales or gross receipts
taxes, community partnerships, and utility fees. Ideally, the funding source should be
relatively consistent from year-to-year and provide at least the same stability as fare
revenue). A strong alternative funding source could provide a higher level of funding
stability by decoupling revenue from ridership, which is never guaranteed, as seen
during the COVID-19 pandemic.
If no external replacement funding is identified, the City of Tucson should commit to
increasing the local funding contribution to ensure the agency can continue to provide a
quality level of service. Without stable replacement funding, the continuation and
expansion of high-quality transit service will be difficult and service cuts may be
necessary. By sacrificing service quality for fare-free service, the city would undermine
some of the equity benefits of eliminating fares. Cuts to service were a notable concern
from the public and stakeholders during the project outreach process. Additionally,
restrictions to service expansion would limit the agency’s ability to meet the future travel
demand needs of a growing region.
When identifying alternative funding sources to farebox revenue, the city should be
mindful of identifying alternative revenue sources that aligns with equity goals. As
identified in past chapters, passenger fares are regressive (i.e., people with lower
incomes pay a greater percentage of their income than higher earners). Any
replacement revenue sources for fares should not be more regressive (i.e., have a
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disparate impact on low-income residents). For example, income taxes are a more
equitable source of funding than sales taxes.

Safety and Security
Since suspending fares in March 2020, Sun Tran staff have received concerns from
drivers and some riders about disruptive and destination-less passengers. With the
continuation of fare-free service, these concerns are expected to continue. Specific
customer concerns regarding crowding, cleanliness, and safety can be found in the
Project Outreach chapter. Operators are especially concerned about vehicle and bus
stop cleanliness. Both concerns from the public and from operators can be partially
management through strengthening of rider policies and redefining of driver expectations
for managing passenger behavior. As discussed in the Existing Conditions and Peer
Review chapter, fare-free agencies were able to manage increased concerns and safety
incidents by enforcing rider codes-of-conduct and implementing disembarkment policies
where all passengers must get off the bus at the end of the line. Multiple noted that
driver confrontations with passengers decreased with fare-free transit due to the
elimination of farebox conflicts.
If policy changes are not sufficient to mitigate the passenger and driver concerns, the
City of Tucson may deploy additional security support to enforce rider behavior and
ensure safety on board vehicles, such as transit police or transit ambassadors. Transit
ambassador programs are being implemented or considered on transit systems in Los
Angeles and Seattle, where non-police employees are charged with enforcing rider
policies. Either alternative would come along with additional staffing costs. As of March
2022, the City of Tucson estimates that a transit security program would cost $2 million
dollars a year.

Title VI
As described in the Proposed Strategy Chapter, the City of Tucson must evaluate any
fare change during the planning and programming stages with a Title VI Fare Equity
Analysis. 2 The Federal Transit Administration (FTA) exempts all temporary fare changes
enacted as a result of an emergency, such as the COVID-19 pandemic, from the fare
equity analysis requirement. If the agency chooses to make permanent any changes
made during an emergency, or if fare changes last longer than 6 months, then the transit
agency must perform a service or fare equity analysis. 3 Therefore, the continuation of
fare-free service will require a Fare Equity Analysis, if not completed already.

City of Tucson Policy and Procedure for Fare Changes and Major Serv ices Changes on Public Transportation:
https://www.suntran.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/2019-Review-of-Fare-Major-Service-Change-Policy_Finalapproved.pdf

2

Frequently Asked Questions from FTA Grantees Regarding Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19), Updated
March 2, 2022, https://www.transit.dot.gov/frequently-asked-questions-fta-grantees-regarding-coronavirus-disease2019-covid-19

3
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